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CHAPTER TWO

Arte de Conducta and The
Manipulation of Memory

Tania Bruguera’s Biopolitical

Ambitions in Postwar Cuba

ig8g: Postwar

\ lien the Berlin Wall fell in 1989 the repercus
sions were global. In

.rrnany, and eventually the former Eastern
Bloc and Soviet Union,

.irictive border policies were relaxed and global capitalist

,ii’chanisms were put into place. Foreign co
mpanies, mainly from

.lu UK and the US, began to aggressively inves
t. For many, the

lvent of free-moving capital and people cast socialism and

iimmunism, which had for the most part operated through

ii iralitarian regimes, as relics of the twentie
th century. But in Cuba,

ibis historical event, which is so often ce
lebrated as a spectacle of

Ireedom and progress, was experienced through the country’s

worst-ever economic recession. With
the collapse of the Soviet

Jiiion between 1989 and 1991, Cuba lost 87 per cent of its

international trade and $6 billon in aid
per year.1 In an attempt to

lurther weaken the nation’s economy a
nd Castro’s leadership, the

(IS intensified its embargos by passing the 1992 Torricelli Act

(otherwise known as the Cuba Democracy
Act), disallowing any



FIGUR.E 2.1 Willy Castellanos, La Partida (from the series Exodus),
1994. Willy Castellanos, 1994.

trade between the US and Cuba, including private aid, tourism to
the island, and the prohibition of Cuban exiles from transferring
funds to their families back home. This propelled Cuba to enter
what is known as the Special Period in Time of Peace (or Special
Period): a mode of governance that was originally developed by
Castro’s regime for managing the aftermath of what it perceived to
be an imminent US invasion, but was in effect implemented in the
aftermath of the Cold War.
For Cuban artist Tania Bruguera, the Special Period was

emblematic of the materiality and atmosphere of a post-conflict
zone. Or, what she articulates as postguerra (postwar). A rapid
decline in living standards, including shortages of food and power,
characterized Cuban society following 1989 a]ongside a rise in
siege mentality and relentless if not paranoid calls to come together
and support the nation.
Such calls were not new. They had been repeatedly made in the

mine of the Revolution since Castro took power in 1959. The

F Aul) If

1sid
Swc the 1959 Cuban Revolution over I million

Cuban refugees

i, most of them to the US.2Their exodus has taken place via

hc main waves: tens of thousands escaping in
rafts and airlifts

ui liately following the Revolution (1959—62), the 1980

mic recession (in what is known as the
Mariel boatlift) and

the height of the Special Period (1993—4, in
what is referred

tu s the balseros crisis, Fig. 2.1). The Cuban
Government has

ed its people to flee but not without also
ridiculing them and

ting them from the national body. They have been labelled

usiflOS (worms, c. 1959), ‘scum, criminals, lumpen,
parasites’

L)80) and ‘antiCuban’ (c. i994). The State has
systematicallY

e ed the legacies of those that decided to
abandon the Revolution

rn the country’s history. This is a significant
feat considering that

I irge proportion of the country’s intellectuals
and authors — those

t often write history — left after the Revolution.4

lruguera made it her task to think through the
repercussions of

ctguerra, especially mass exile, on conceptions
of the national

I dy, including what constitutes collective
memory, through the

iter-related series Hornenafe a Ana Mendieta (Tribute to Ana

\ Ic’ndieta, 1985—96) and La Memoria de (a Postguerra (Postwar

1993—97). Using diverse strategies (such
as re_enactment

id clandestine publishing) her works test the
limits of Cuba’s

heterogeneitY: its capacity for allowing the inclusion of exiled

bodies and histories. Postguerra does so, for
example, by circulating

clandestine broadsheets with articles and images
authored by exiles

md radicals on the island, while Homenaje
does so by transmitting

ih performances of the exiled artist Ana Mendieta
into Cuba via

reenactmeflt. As Gerardo Mosquera and Luis
CamflitZer argue,

Postguerra stands as one of the only documents
that witness the

evastatiflg conditions of the Special Period outside tightly

controlled official media circuits.5 Meanwhile Homenaje is an

attempt at ensuring the sustained place of Mendieta in Cuban

cultural memory at a moment when such histories were

systematically repressed. It would seem fairly clear, then, how and
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‘rn had been fought — and the US_sponsored dictator

flqsli inppled — under the premise of patriotism and the
necessity

idt ndence from colonial power. But what constitutes a nation

the it ermath of revolution o. war when, as a
result of poverty,

n and ideological conflict, so many of its
people flee to other

I
I
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w-iv Bruguera’s series may be thought as examples of counter-
memorial aesthetics. She attempts to play havoc, for example, withthe Cuban Government’s highly managed historical discourses,
animating memories of exiledorn and histories of counter
revolutionaries

— charting constellations of disjunctive subjectivities
— who together utter the various narratives of postwar life, whetherit begins post-1959 or post-1989. But in Bruguera’s case, the
manifestation of counter-memorial aesthetics depends not only onharnessing disparate narratives (difference and excess) but also onthe conditions of transnationaljsm. That is, conjoining Cuban
experiences and narratives from inside and outside the island, the
politics and operations of which are less cleat
Critics argue that such works as Bruguera’s Postguerra, which aredefined by their transnational dynamic, are characterized by theeconomic conditions that arose during the Special Period, inparticular the development of globalization within Cuba.6 Cuba’scapacity to make up the financial downfall it had experienced after1989 was contingent on the development of a suite of economic andcultural policies that saw the nation forge new connections with

Europe, Latin America and Asia and introduce a two-currency
system entailing the US dollar and the Cuban peso. The new
economic paradigm also gave rise to cultural policies that allowed
artists special privileges to travel and attract funds through the saleof their work. The Havana Biennial (inaugurated in 1984) played akey role in this endeavour. Conceived in the mid-1980s as aplatform for representing and uniting the ‘Third World’, especially
members and sympathizers of the Soviet Bloc, by 1994 the Biennialhad become a key catalyst for introducing artists of Bruguera’s
generation to the international art market and stage more broadly.8
Bruguera presented Postguerra at the 1994 edition of the Biennial,
and by 1995 she had begun to travel overseas to undertake
residencies in New York and London.9In 1998 she was awarded the
John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellowship (basedin New York), and the following year she enrolled in an. MFA in
Performance Art at the Art Institute of Chicago (later joining theFaculty as Assistant Professor in 2004). No doubt Bruguera’s artistic
trajectory and, perhaps more to the point, career-development, are aproduct of Cuba’s post-1989 economic policies. But to what extentdo these policies influence her engagement with Cuban refugees insuch works as Postguerra and Hornenaje?

For some critics, Bruguera’s practice, which emerged and
. eloped during the Special Period, is a symptom of a broader
:ve toward self-initiated communication with Cuba’s exiles as
riie available through the country’s new trade agreements and
al economic endeavours.’° There is evidence that in some ways,
:guera’s attempts to engage Cuba’s exiles runs parallel to and
:rors the country’s international relations politics. In April 1994,
. ha’s Foreign Minister Roberto Robaina invited 220 Cubans
:g abroad in 25 countries to talks in Cuba over 3 days.u The
-cs focused on the necessity to improve relationships between the

(.: ian Government and Cuban exiles, and resulted in the relaxation
most travel restrictions to the island.12Yet Bruguera’s clandestine
:vspapers of 1993 and 1994, which were disseminated and/or
duced just a few months before and after the conference, were

•

- :sored. situation highlights the paradox at the centre of the
ban regime: this is a desire to open up Cuba’s borders for
;nomic trade while being reluctant to properly register and
age with histories of refugeedom that manifest without the
ime’s sanction.
Bruguera’s series may have emerged at the moment that Cuba
came implicated in advanced processes of globalization following
* 89, but they are firmly focused on the complexity of border
itics, and the control of what histories of refugeedom are

:

rmitted to circulate in the island. As such, it is not so easy to
:ggest, as some critics do, that Bruguera’s work is a symptom of
-e intensification of globalization and relaxed travel policies after
I 89.’ In fact, her work complicates narratives that tend to suggest
:at after 1989 Cuba entered into a new phase. As Bruguera argues,
iba is not ‘post socialist’.15It is still living through the repercussions
the Revolution and the end of the Soviet Union.16 This is not a

storical moment marked by euphoric liberation, but one of
rofound poverty and a life of decrepit infrastructure and limited
cia1, cultural and economic resources. It is postguerra.
Bruguera’s art seeks to work through what it means to live in the

:hermath of the Cold War, and the war against the ideology of
;Dunter-revolutionaries and exiles. Caught ‘in between histories’,’
:.ie undocumented pasts and otherwise repressed traumas of
Thban exiles intersect with and even irritate the Special Period’s
:nerging narratives of globalization (and empty rhetoric of
emocracy). Tending to the paradox of the opening and closing of
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onornic, geographical and cultural borders at the end of the Cold
\\r, Bruguera’s series represent an attempt to not only rewrite the
ghosted past but to generate new cosmopolitan futures that test and
expand the limits of the national body’s capacity to incorporate
exiles. It is this strategy, located at a critical juncture between free
and censored bodies — now, then and in the future — that Bruguera’s
model of counter-memorial aesthetics can be found.
In order to understand Bruguera’s attempts to produce counter-

memorial aesthetics within Cuba, first a particular concept central to
her practice needs to be introduced. Bruguera developed the idea of
arte de conducta (behaviour art) during the late 1980s and l990s to
try to forge new biopolitical dynamics and power relations in the
island nation. This strategy, while central to Bruguera’s attempts to
reinsert the exile within the Cuban landscape, was itself contingent
on remembering a particular group of artist-exiles, los ‘SOs.

Los ‘8os and arte de conducta
Los ‘80s emerged out of the bleakness of the Quinquenio Gris (Five
Grey Years), a period of intense censorship and restrictive policies
designed to align art and the State between 1971 and 1976 (though
for many the censorship continued until the end of the 1970s).18
Heavily influenced by Stalinist policies and Soviet bureaucrats,
particularly perestroika (restructuring) and glasnost (openness), this
period would end in the early 1980s. In the Cuban context, the
concept of perestroika was interpreted as the Campaign to Rectify
Errors and Correct Negative Tendencies, aiming to cut through
bureaucratic corruption and reinvigorate the spirit of the Revolution.’9
Artists were encouraged to participate in the rectification process.
And in turn, they took seriously the Revolutionary call for ‘critical
participation’, advancing a model of art that could play a role shaping
the State and its jflStitutjons.2°This gave way to the rise of a distinct
generation of artists, known as los ‘8Os. They believed that their art
was both a catalyst for freedom of expression and the development
of an independent nation in the name of the Revolution.2’
The first phase of los ‘8Os, loosely connected through the

exhibition that launched their careers, Volunzen 1 (1981), focused
on formalist experiments mainly via abstract art, doing away with
the previous decade’s dedication to Stalinist aesthetics, and seeking

- a produce a Cuban art form reflective of its independent identity.22
chile one of the members of this group of artists, Juan Francisco
adilla Elso, was Bruguera’s mentor, the first wave of los ‘80s did
tot bear much of an influence on Bruguera other than instilling
feas about the intimate nexus of art and life.23 Instead, Bruguera’s
-actice, as I perceive it, shares a deep affinity with a younger group
artists from los ‘8Os who started to organize themselves in the

id-198Os mainly through collaborations and collectives. They are
mown for producing antagonistic and humorous happenings,
‘erformances and installations. For example, in 1987, Arte Calle/
rupo Provisional gate-crashed a meeting of the UNEAC (Union
Vacional de Escritores y Artistas de Cuba, National Union of
;tists andWriters of Cuba) wearing gasmasks and holding placards
:ritical of Cuban art; the masks were meant to prevent their
:ontarnination within the context of the nation’s representative
‘ody for culture. The following year another collective, the ABTV
:2am, exhibited a large drawing of Che Guevara in a Havana gallery.
The drawing was too large to be hung on any of its walls, and so it
‘vas placed on the floot The show attracted a large crowd that
.vitnessed a man, dressed in a police officer’s uniform, walking over
the drawing, followed by three dancers in skimpy clothing
aerforming improvised choreography using the portrait of Che as
their platform (some of the crowd turned on the performers and
egan assaulting them). This level of satire was performed and
made possible under the guise of relaxed censorship (following
glasnost) in Cuba, and clearly indicates the desire of los ‘SOs to
oosen the Government’s stranglehold on the collective imagination,
as advanced by State propaganda, all the while trying to show that
art could act as a catalyst for the formation of civic space.
However, by April 1989 the cultural climate shifted. Mikhail

Gorbachev visited Cuba, just months before the end of the Soviet
tjnion, to signal the end of the Soviet Union’s special economic
relationship with Cuba (the latter was largely dependent on the
former’s aid and concessions for its survival). By August that year,
the Cuban State was in a highly precarious economic and political
position (losing billions of dollars in aid). And at this fragile
moment, it sought to obtain more control over cultural discourse as
a means to maintain a sense of unity and determine the future. In
turn, greater powers were given to the Communist Party’s director
of ideology, Carlos Aldana, who would monitor and censor art

ARTE OF coNr’;aA AND THE MANiPULATi: OF M)RV 43
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production, signalling the termination of what had up until that
point been an unprecedented degree of autonomy in the arts.24 Asthe State began to fiercely censor los ‘8Os, it was simultaneously
encouraging this generation of artists to leave Cuba in circumstances
under which ‘normal’ citizens were prevented from doing so.25 Bythe early l990s almost all of los ‘80s had left: and the visual artsbecame almost non-existent on the island. Some believe that thedecade of los ‘80s symbolically ends with a performance by AngelDelgado in 1990 (Fig. 2.2), which saw the artist defecate on a copyof Granma, the country’s official newspaper and communication
channel of the Cuban Communist Party, after which Delgado wasimprisoned for a period of six months, charged with ‘publicscandal’.26

Bruguera’s practice needs to be seen in relation to that of los ‘SOs,
particularly of those artists that emerged and worked from the mid
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to late 1980s such as, for example, Delgado and the ABTV team.
As such, her work arises at a historical juncture that witnesses the
vanishing points of this generation and the emergence of a new one
during the Special Period. As Carnnitzer and Mosquera argue, in the
shadows of widespread cultural censorship, artists of the 1990s
began to turn away from the antagonistic practices that characterized
los ‘80s and toward the market. For Mosquera, with almost all of
los ‘80s exiled, Bruguera stands as the only artist of her generation
who has systematically pursued a political practice — a practice,
moreover, that continues the work of los ‘80s in the face of
censorship and the hollowing out of any civic space in Cuba.2
Indelibly marked by memories of los ‘8Os, Bruguera would go on

to create durational performances (which often span numerous
years) that addressed the ‘politico-timing’ specificity of her context
(the Special Period). Crucially, she would proceed through a
particular concept of performance art that seemed to be based on
an analysis of los ‘8Os’ most effective methods for intervening in the
national body (and associated processes of collective memory). She
termed this arte de conducta. Roughly translating as behaviour art,
arte de conducta is a method for finding new ways of being together,
of generating or relocating bonds and solidarities (with exiles and
those on the island, for example), and of ‘moving away’ from a
situation of homogeneity where a sense of disjunction or a capacity
for there being disjunctive sub jectivities is not possible.
Arte de conducta engages with the abstract forms that shape

subjectivity — power, language and memory — and relies for
sustenance on collectivist strategies such as rumour (to disseminate
information) or remembrance (to recall repressed and traumatic
pasts).25 It is usually catalysed by what Bruguera terms a ‘structure
to live’: a newspaper, a school, for example, through which
biopolitical dynamics can unfurl and new histories can be forged
over a sustained period of time.29
In every way, the development of arte de conducta as the core

concept of Bruguera’s work is contingent on a profound engagement
with los ‘80s and their ambitions to reshape civic space and social
discourse, and is simultaneously driven by the desire to sustain and
expand their legacy in spite of their alienation and exile (including
the systematic erasure of their art histories). But if the method of
arte de conducta, which underpins Bruguera’s work, is informed by
exiled histories and practices, so is the content of her work. One

FIGUE 2.2 Angel Delgado, La Esperanza es lo Unico que se EstáPerdiendo (Hope Is the Only Thing that WeAre Losing), 1990. Unauthorizedperformance at the exhibition El objecto Esculturado (The SculpturedObject), Centro de Desarro]jo de las Artes Visuales, Havana. Photo:Adalberto Roque.
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Dartlcular exiled artist is the subject of Hornenaje, which requires a
return to the Revolution’s ‘year 0’: 1959.30

1959: Mendieta
Tens of thousands of Cubans fled following the inauguration of
Castro’s regime in 1959. Some were political dissidents, including
those that participated in the Bay of Pigs Invasion in 1961. Many
were motivated by economic disaster ensuing from the instalment
of the US’ Containment Policy in the earlyl960s. And they were all
welcomed by the US, which held an ‘open door’ policy for Cuban
refugees during the Cold War in an attempt to discredit Castro and
drain the nation of its human resources.
Some of these refugees were children. In 1960 the CIA launched

Operation Pedro Pan in collaboration with the US State Department
and the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of Miami. The Operation saw
over 14,000 children removed from Cuba over a period of two years
with the consent of their parents, many of whom were counter
revolutionaries and feared prosecution and/or were concerned about
their children’s indoctrination via the nation’s new education system.3’
The children of the saccharinely named Operation Pedro Pan were
resettled with relatives where possible, but most were placed in
refugee camps throughout Miami and then eventually in foster homes
and orphanages operated by religious organizations and the Cuban
Refugee Program. The latter situation applied to the artist Ana
Mendieta who, along with her sister Raquelin, was sent to the US by
her fathei a political dissident imprisoned by Castro for 18 years, and
her mother, who fled to the US in 1966 to join her daughters (the
father joined the family upon his release, dying soon after). Like many
Cuban refugees, Mendieta and her family left with the idea of
repatriating once Castro’s Government had been dismantled.
Mendieta died in the US in 1985 at the age of thirty_six.32
Many critics have observed that Mendieta’s practice is marked by

her relentless ‘metaphorical quest for homeland’. Her series Silueta
(Silhouette, 1973—80), for example, sees the artist adapting her
drawings and sculptures to create correlative marks on the landscape
using her body. This interdisciplinary practice, culminating in what
she refers to as earth-body artworks, traces the artist’s persistent
dialogue on notions of subjectivity and belonging following her

experience of exile.34 It projects an aesthetic of aftermath and
absence, the disappearance of a subject and, simultaneously, the
ubject’s permanent return to the earth via the image of the grave
:hat the silhouettes so emphatically insist upon.

Mendieta
eventually returned to Cuba at least twice between

1980 and 1981 before her sudden death four years later.35 Her visits
‘.vere enabled by the Carter Administration’s temporary relaxation
jf travel bans to Cuba as part of a broader project aimed at improving
-elations with the Cuban Government and lifting the embargo.
Sponsored by New York-based cultural organizations wanting to
engage in cultural diplomacy with the island nation, Mendieta visited
:he Instituto Superior de Arte (ISA) — where Bruguera would later
study and teach — and met with key members of los ‘80s including
Bruguera’s mentor Elso, introducing them to books on conceptual
art and Cuban history that were otherwise unavailable.36
Most significantly, Mendieta produced a series of works entitled

Esculturas Rupestres (Rupestrian Sculptures) (1981, Fig. 2.3) in Las
Escaleras de Jaruco, a group of naturally formed limestone caves
outside Havana. The sculptures manifest as silhouettes of goddess
gures drawn from the TaIno and Ciboney cultures indigenous to
Cuba. Mendieta’s intervention at Jaruco reflected her longstanding
investigation of Cuban ancestral connections and cultural hybridity as
a result of migration and colonization on the island.7The sculptures,
signifiers of different modes of biopolitical displacement, were to stand
as monuments of the perpetual dialectic of exile and desired repatriation
she embodied. They were eventually destroyed as a consequence of the
Cuban Government’s neglect of exile culture despite the fact that, as
Mosquera argues, they should have been a ‘national monument’.38
However unfortunate, this result stays true to the conceptual premise
of permanent displacement at the core of Mendieta’s work.
Mendieta’s brief return was remarkable not only for introducing

the aesthetics of Cuban exiledom to the island, but also for opening
up an inter-cultural exchange between the US and Cuba in spite of
the blockade (and before i989). Critics have remarked that it
disrupted the Cuban State’s attempts to erase the stories and legacy
of exiles from its history through the strict control of information
and discourse.4°But although Mendieta’s work had enabled such a
disruption, it could not last very long, given the ephemerality of
Mendieta’s works — at least, not without some help. By the end of
the 1980s most of the artists that had met with Mendieta had left
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flGURE 2.3 Ana Mendieta, Escuittiras Rupestres (Guanaroca & Lyaré),
1981. Gelatin Silver Print, 18.4 x 24.4 cm. Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum, New Yoric. Purchased with funds contributed by the Photography
Committee, 1998 98.5238. © Ana Mendieta.

Cuba, prompting the question: could Mendieta’s memory endure
on the island, and if so, how?

Bruguera began her project Hoinenaje a Ana during the mid-19805,
a few months after )vlendieta’s death. Given the timing, Bruguera
and critics often discuss it as a symbolic gesture through which to
bring the deceased artist back to Cuba.2 In Mosquera’s words,
Bruguera’s re-enactments become the artist’s ‘final silhouette,
walking the streets of Old Havana’.43 But the effect of Bruguera’s
work bears deeper implications for experimental Cuban
historiographies and the process of writing with ghosts.4 In fact,
Bruguera’s connection to Mendieta was not personal but guided by
art interest in seeking the possibilities of intervening in collective
:emory. As Bruguera relays,

I

1 didn’t connect with Ann’s art at a formal level, nor was I
influenced by any one particular piece of her worlc . . . I was
looking at her from a cultural perspective, not an artistic one, so
I was far more interested in the impact she had on Cuban art
than tin] the specifics of her poetics ... I decided to become what
I then called a cultural archaeologist.4

This desire led Bruguera to stage Mendieta’s first ‘retrospective’ in
Havana in 1992 in a show entitled Ana Mendieta/Tania Bruguera,
which contained no actual works by Mendieta but a series of re
enactments of Mendieta’s work by Bruguera (re-enactment, simply

3 put, is a process by which the past is restaged for the present).
As Roselee Goldberg argues, Bruguera’s Honienaje project — of
which Ana Mendieta/Tania Bruguera is a part — represents the first
instance where performance (by way of re-enactment) is used as
a historiographical method for writing performance history.46

j Working from a catalogue of a 1987 New Museum retrospective of

j the artist, Bruguera restaged many of Mendieta’s works. In her re
enactment of Nile Born (originally of 1974), for example, Bruguera
used her body (as Mendieta once had) as the basis for a sculpture
made of wood and sand, creating an abstract (and, as Mendieta saw
it, ‘universal’) symbol of the female figure while simultaneously
referencing Cuba’s African heritage through the work’s title. In her
re-enactment of Body Tracks (originally of 1982), she immersed her
hands in a concoction of red tempera and animal blood, the latter
referencing African mythologies of female sexuality, before
proceeding to repeatedly slide her hands down a piece of paper in a
kind of hypnotized state (Fig. 2.4). There were many more re
enactments of Mendieta’s work by Bruguera for the Homenaje
project, many of which invoked the tropes of cultural hybridity,
female essentialism, and a desire to connect the body to the earth
and universe. But whi]e tropes such as cultural hybridity or the
earth bear a relation to the task of locating a means to remember
the exiled Mendieta within Cuba, ultimately the symbolism of
Mendieta’s work is not of such particular interest to this chapter as
is the potentiality of re-enactment for enabling a recuperation of
Mendieta’s position in Cuba’s cultural and historical memory. This
positionality spans not only the exile of los ‘80s, which must be
seen as a key impetus for Bruguera’s work, but also the systematic
erasure of gusanos, parasites and ‘anti-Cubans’.
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Can Bruguera’s re-enactments be seen as a form of ‘cultural
archaeology’ akin to countermemorial aesthetics? — that is, as a
desire to offer an aesthetic of popular struggle, which is discounted
by the Revolution as historical or material, while at the same time
offering a means to think beyond the exclusionary boundaries of
the nation?
As a process of displacement or cultural archaeology, Bruguera’s

re-enactments can be read as a disruption to the ways in which
the Cuban State writes its history of exiles (‘Scum’); it places a
glitch in this system and reanimates Mendieta’s project (in the
wrong time and in the wrong place) while opening up the island’s
embodiment of heterogeneity: hopefully and eventually ‘moving
out of a situation’ of selective amnesia. Re-enactment intentionally
disorients perceptions of time/place as a means to trigger
remembrance for otherwise censored histories. Re-enactment is,
then, a strategy of survival. But the survival of the past is contingent
on the capacity of those who witness the re-enactment (and register

the associated affects of disorientation) to carry the burde
n of

remembrance.
In Bruguera’s work, counter-memory tends to be

ephemeral and

contingent on participation, or arte de conducta. Bruguera did

not want there to be documentation of Homenaje for future

remembrance: she destroyed all the photographs
and remains of the

performances of Homenaje in her possession
. Documentation of

the work survives nonetheless in the photograph
y of others, hut the

gesture of attempting to destroy this documen
tation reveals that

Hornenaje was designed to elicit an embodied
, affective mode of

remembrance akin to arte de conducta.4Underpinned by a desire to

generate a collective of disjunctive subjectiviti
es, arte de conducta

attempts to bring about a shift in existing dis
courses on Cuban

exiles through an affective reorganizing of the so
cial body vis-à-vis

what it is possible to remember and what is poss
ible to be thought

as history and subjectivity. Through re-enactm
ent, Bruguera’s body

and, in turn, the bodies of those who particip
ate in her arte de

conducta, become vehicles for designing new histories and art

histories within Cuba — in other words, new futures. The gesture of

re-enactment becomes a catalyst for collectiv
e recall: one body

becomes many (allowing for bonds and solidarities but not

essentialism or homogeny). It relies on an infectious mode of

remembrance, or the capacity to unite over what
the State considers

to be heterogeneous (excess).
The introduction of Mendieta’s oeuvre via Bruguera bore

tangible outcomes including art history Honours
theses written by

students at the ISA. Bruguera cites this result as
a key reason for

ending the Hornenaje project, since it signalled
the transmission of

the care of historiography and remembrance onto a
new generation

made urgent by the departure of los ‘8Os. But th
e future orientation

of Homenaje also has a relatively more abstra
ct outcome too. It

shapes conceptions of Cuban cosmopolitanism
in the aftermath of

mass exile.
As a result of mass exile, contemporary Cuba has

not experienced

cosmopolitanism in the same way as have other nations. Certai
nly,

the nation has been shaped by waves of migratio
n through Spanish

colonization. This includes a slave trade that br
ought to Cuba tens

of thousands of Chinese during the nineteenth cen
tury, and hundreds

of thousands of Africans during the sixteenth
, late eighteenth and

early nineteenth centuries.49In spite of the horrific conditions of this
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GL)RE 24 Tania Bruguera, Homeizafe a Aim Mendieta (Tribute toAna
Mendieta), 1986—96. Performance for solo show, Tania Brugera/Ana
Mendieta, January 1992, Ceritro de Desarrollo de las Artes Visuales,
Havana, Cuba. Photo: © Gonzalo Vidal Alvarado.
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economic endeavour — and the schizophrenic oscillation between‘separatist racism and racial intermixing’ that has historicallystructured biopolitical relations in Cuba — cultural hybridity andparticularly Afro-Cuban culture have been widely seen as an integralpart of Cuban identity during the twentieth and twenty-firstcenturies.50 However, the integration of longstanding cultural tiesthat have existed in Cuba for hundreds of years, in a country wherea large percentage of the population is inestizo (mixed race), is quitedistinct to the development of a cosmopolitanism that welcomes —within the context of contemporary Cuba — the paradoxicallypositioned exile as stranger: the nation’s former citizen.In the context of the 1959 Revolution and its continuing affects,welcoming the exile would comprise bringing to bear a mode ofcosmopolitism that, after Ulrich Beck, pluralizes borders andmanifests ‘a legitimation crisis, of the national morality of exclusion:on which principles are the internal hierarchies of unities or statesbased?’5’ If the principles of exclusion in contemporary Cuba aresubject to the biopolitical structures that the Government insists on
— detaining and eliciting the exile of counter-revolutionaries and non-believers — then the labour of constructing a cosmopolitan future iscontingent on doing away with a ‘nation based memory of the past’.The antithesis to this constructed future, argues Beck, is a ‘sharedcollective future’ that is generated by adopting the strategy ofimagination. To this end, the imagination, rather than being perceivedas something that mediates the interior (the mind) and the exterior(the world), is fundamental to perceptual capacities and processes ofbecoming; it is an affective force underpinning inter-relations betweenhumans, objects and discourses, through which subjects developmeaning and an anticipation of what is to come.52The imagination iscritical to understanding the futurist orientation of cosmopolitanism,influencing perceptions and actions toward the exile, the stranger.The politics and significance of Bruguera’s Homenaje resideprecisely in its orientation toward a cosmopolitan future. It orientsitself so by facilitating a mode of affective co-remembrance of thestranger and by imagining her return. Here, participating inremembering the spectres of the past and biopolitical exclusion istied to imagining a path toward the looming horizon line ofcosmopolitanism. The cosmopolitan future is hinged on recognizingthe contemporary crisis of cosmopolitanism. Thus, it is not achronological continuity of what has been (in this sense it is different

iow the horizon line has been conceived in modernist theory).
cther, it expects a rupture of such a historical continuum.
But what kind of rupture is possible in the post-1989 Cuban

- next from which Bruguera’s work emerges? As some critics
I gue, ruptures are no longer possible following 1989 and the loss
the horizons of ‘communism’ and ‘revolution’.51Yet, post-i989,
sguera’s art maintains something of a utopic commitment to

- cradigm shifts: though, one may ask, to what end? After 1989, any
w order in Cuba will doubtless be informed by the horizon of
capital’, which is the sole surviving horizon line of modernity. But
-th capital, supposedly, comes the simultaneous paradigm shift of
- emocratization and openness to what the national body can
- lerate. Cuba’s claims to democratization and openness are,
.-wever, deeply hollow. Bruguera’s 2014 arrest in Havana after
ternpting to facilitate free speech in one of the city’s public squares
:rough the project Yo Tambien Exijo, and her subsequent charges
cr disrupting public order and inciting counter-revolutionary
-ehaviour, are only a couple of examples. Processes such as arte de
;nducta which, as represented by Yo Tambien Exijo and Homenaje,
:jcilitate shifts in the perceptual and hiopolitical order — in a word,
isagreement — are absolutely necessary for the future-oriented
ossibihty of a heterogeneous national body.
Bruguera recognizes that the fates of actual democracy and

cosmopohtism are tied together. The realisation of actual democracy
::id cosmopolitanism, or ‘democratic cosmopolitanism’, where forms
f disagreement, the capacity to ‘internalize the other’, the capacity to
cDexist in ‘rival ways of life in the individual experience’ is at the
centre not only of Homenaje (and Yo Tambien Exijo) but another
york by Bruguera, Postguerra, initiated in the depths of the Special
?eriod.54 The full significance of Postguerra, being its capacity to
:-uitiate disagreement and chart a sense of being in and with a
constellation of disjunctive subjectivities in and outside the island and
across different generations of exiles and those who stayed, can only
:eally be understood by first considering the media ecologies of Cuba.

1993: Exile media
The Revolution was won and fought through the media: the radio
stations and newspapers set up by Che Guevara played a pivotal
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rote in communicating the Revolution’s advances. Guevara’s
broadsheet, Revolucion, would be renamed Gran;na after 1959,
and become the Communist Party’s official communication channel.
Given the weight that the Revolution placed on its propaganda
machines, and the value of projecting and maintaining certain
mythologies and discourses, as well as maintaining coherence over
its broader structures, it is no surprise that by the early 1960s the
Cuban Government had moved to nationalize and centralize all
Cuban media outlets (and all commercial business).55 In effect, this
led to a very real limitation on what Foucault terms parrhesia — the
right to speak freely and have a say in the fashioning of the social
body. For if parrhesia is given only to the ‘few’ who have the right
to govern and who have access to power, then what is considered to
be ‘good’ for the State and healthy for the social body is spoken
only by the few. And so, the logic goes, what is good for the State is
what is good for the few. This institutes divisions of equity of power,
and divisions between those that have a claim on the structure of
the State and those that do not.56
Cuba’s (centralized) propaganda machine bears a totalizing

effect on subjectivity. As Stephanie Schwartz argues, the media
makes everyone part of the nation’s body: ‘It takes you with it.’57
The immersive affect of the Cuban media is catalysed through the
State’s policing of information, which in effect shapes historical
consciousness and concepts of the present and future, augmenting
or diminishing agency.56 It is for this and no other reason, the
capacity to manage the energy of Cuba’s social body, that the
Government has placed such an enormous Strain on parrhesia.
Even as (at the time of writing) the US is lifting its embargo on

Cuba (through the Cuba Trade Act of 2015), the island nation is
still considered to be one of the world’s most highly censored places
(the arrest of Bruguera in 2014 is just one example).9If at various
points in time, such as after 1989, Cuba’s Government has appeared
to bear some ‘democratic’ values regarding its media, this has been
more than anything a performance to attract foreign money
(through aid and trade), since at the same time local journalists
have been experiencing intensified crackdowns on any news items
that are perceived to be anti-Government.°
For the purposes of this chapter, it’s worth highlighting that media

censorship in Cuba has also been ffne-tuned to eliminate the
transmission of exile news and histories, especially those broadcast

;v exiles living in Florida via Radio Marti (set up in 1985 and funded
-v the Republication Party and Reagan Administration) and TV
Jarti (set up i.n the early 1990s). Even if their signals reach the
sland in sporadic fashion despite the Cuban Government (in
oilaboration with the Chinese Government) jamming their
-ansmission, it is believed that the population largely ignores these
arogrammes since they are perceived as little more than US-sponsored
:ounter-revolutiona.ry propaganda — and viewers risk penalties.6’But
nonetheless, the Marti programmes reveal the extent to which it is a
:hallenge to intervene in Cuba’s media ecology, whether because of
self-imposed censorship or censorship by other means.
This gives some context to the significance of Bruguera’s

:evspapers, which like Radio Marti and TV Marti made their
appearance around the early 1990s. But unlike the generously funded
vlarti programmes, the very possibility of Bruguera’s newspapers
was mediated by the severe material limitations of the Special Period,
including the profound paper and fuel shortages which led to major
cuts in the circulation of official newspapers and magazines —

including Granma — and presumably rendered unofficial publications
impossible. Bruguera rightly maintains that Postguerra was the only
independent newspaper operating at that time.62 Postguerra is
significant not only because it manifested concurrently with the
State’s dwindling capacity to distribute its voice through its official
communication channel (by 1994 Granma had halved its publication
quota as the State began to use the immaterial medium of radio more
and more),63 but also because it appropriated the very aesthetics of
this official communication channel — a tool of the Revolution — as a
means to rewrite history and reshape social relations.64
Acting as the newspaper’s editor, Bruguera shaped the first edition

of Postguerra so that the usual rubrics found in Granma—Agriculture,
Health, Culture, Events, News Articles and Correspondence — would
also he found in her paper (Fig. 2.5). But the usual mythologies of
Cuban independence and its ongoing Revolution were replaced in
Postguerra with stories of struggle: agriculture in the underdeveloped
world, the negative impacts on sexual and psychological health after
the Revolution, the censorship of cross-cultural exchange in spite of
increasing tourism (foreign affairs), and an advice column on how
to ‘make do’ during the postwar period and its accompanying
poverty and disenchantment. Postguerra carved out a ‘space to
think’, as one of its drawings (by Jación Zen, Fig. 2.6) suggests, and
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so a place for Cubans to construct otherwise elusive social bonds
turing the Special Period.
Indeed, in Bruguera’s editorial for the first edition, titled Ni todo,

iii todos; Ia voz (Not everything, not everyone; the voice, Fig. 2.5),
she repeats this sentiment and calls on Cubans to bond over their
disenchantment and will, and on the capacity for art to harness a
space to live with ‘inconmensurables utopias’, the utopias of the
Revolution for those that wished for a better life in exile, and for
those who remained on the island and felt the depravity of the Special
Period. In this incommensurability, Postguerra created a space to
construct a dialogism, dialogical cosmopolitanism even, which
allowed for disparate ways of being to coexist, a field of disjunctive
subjectivities scattered across the island and across various continents
where exiles would attempt to generate a field of uncharted histories
and forge a different sense of what it means to be a social body.
While the topics discussed in the first edition were many, the

general themes were bound to the fragmentation of the social body:
being conscious of the loss brought on by the aftermath of war
while seeking to make sense of this loss, and perhaps charting a new
future which nonetheless largely involves exile. A drawing by Kcho
(within Fig. 2.6) shows a palm tree metamorphosing into an oar,
juxtaposed with a document from the Swiss Embassy and the
American Interest Section refusing the artist’s visa application; the
drawing signals that the only remaining option is to flee in a
makeshift raft, an option that was taken up by many at the time in
similar situations.65 Continuing the theme of exile and the
impossibility of the situation, an advertisement by the Eighties SA
collective offers readers fake passports and documents to assist
them with their emigration; a ‘psychiatric exam’ by Sandra Ceballos
concludes that the diagnosis of the mental health of artists during
the Special Period is not positive, suggesting exile as the cure.66
Reflecting on the trajectory from which such voices were coming, in
that this expression of dissent and desperation had a history, the
end matter of the first volume of Postguerra (Fig. 2.7) lists the names
and locations of more than 100 Cuban artist-exiles — of los ‘SOs —

who had had fled between 1990 and 1993, historicizing and
acknowledging a fact that was otherwise ignored in Cuban official
discourse. Indeed, it is worth noting that the whole enterprise of
Postguerra, according to Bruguera, was driven by a desire to witness
and work against the disappearance of this generation.
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U RE 2.7 Tania Bruguera, Memoria de Ia Postguerra I (Memory of the
stwar 1), 1993. Creation of a newspaper edited by Bruguera in
:Dllaboration with Cuban artists living inside and outside of the nation.
3411 x 8.4’. Courtesy of the artist. Photo: Tania l3ruguera.
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I discovered that the legacy of the artists who had left now
belonged exclusively to the realm of memory and oral history.
There were few tangible signs of what they had done .. I
thought I could assume the post of the artist as witness who
would leave a record of the social upheavals of the era .

The second edition was exc]usively dedicated to the theme of
exile and to historicizing this condition, drawing on perspectives
from inside and outside the island. It used the postal service as a
means to communicate with exiles living, for example, in Mexico
and the US. To this extent it’s possible to cast Postguerra as a form
of mail art, enmeshed in a transnational flow in a supposed post-
Cold War period where circulation is relatively free. But the real
aim of Bruguera’s work was to reveal the limitations of such global
flows, and the ways in which geopolitics both trigger and repress
particular flows and associated historical narratives. Thus, it is no
surprise to encounter, amongst many other texts and images in the
second edition of Postguerra, articles such as El Post-Exilo Y La
Post-Guerra (Fig. 2.8) which document a constellation of both well-
known and muted histories of Cuban exile; a poetry section with
contributions in English, offering highly personal accounts of
exiledom in the US; and a haunting photograph of two balseros
(rafters, or boatpeople) waving and smiling at a camera (Fig. 2.9).
In recalling and layering the struggles of exiles and those that

remained on the island, Postguerra locates ways of coexisting in
spite of the borders that maintain the homogeny of the nation and
the separation of bodies as a consequence of geopolitics.65Ghosted
histories which relentlessly haunt contemporary subjectivity —

earlier moments of the Revolution and waves of exile — return to
reshape bonds and solidarities (ephemeral, permanent). If these
newfound connections between a field of disjunctive subjectivities
(bonded over a desire to narrate multifarious narratives rather than
ideological cohesion) could lead to a cosmopolitanism capable of
sustaining and inviting the presence of the exile in Cuba and a new
sense of the social body, then its sustenance would surely be hinged
on more than the bonds and solidarities felt between the artists and
authors involved, in producing Postguerra, and would need to
extend to the many other subjects on the island: the readers. For if
Bruguera’s practice really finds its drive through its desire to
generate arte de conducta, to provide new structures to live, and to
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G U RE 2.8 Tania Bruguera, Menioria de Ia Postguerra II, (Memory of
the Postwar 11), 1994. Creation of a newspaper edited by Bruguera in
.ollaboration with Cuban artists living inside and outside of the nation.
12.2a x 8”. Courtesy of the artist. Photo: Tania Bruguera.
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F! ‘1JRF! .9 Tania Bruguera, Memoria de Ia Postguerra II (Memory ofthe Postwar II), 1994. Creation of a newspaper edited by Bruguera incollaboration with Cuban artists living inside and outside of the nation.12.2” x 8” Courtesy of the artist. Photo: Tania Bruguera.

:Thape the social body including how it imagines its past and- :-.ire, this would occur by engaging the reader: but how should
:e do so if Postguerra was censored and its transmission muted?
The Cuban Government censored both editions of Postguerra.

The first edition was censored in November 1993 and the second in
:8 1;ne 1994. With the first edition, Bruguera was given a warning and

d to stop distributing the paper. With the second edition, the
evspapers were confiscated and destroyed. Officially the Arts
:ouncil’s protestations (specifically the more extreme measures it
ok to suspend circulation of the second edition) arose out of the
egal use of State resources. One of Bruguera’s collaborators with

access to Granma’s printers, which were used for the publication of
‘)stguerra, was fired from the agency. Another was imprisoned
a period of six months. As editor of the paper, Bruguera was

‘mmoned by the leader of the Arts Council and reprimanded for
‘er ‘invalid use of state resources, [andj the illegal distribution of
Lcbversive propaganda’.69Unofficially, the censorship was triggered,
3ruguera argues, because the Arts Council was alarmed by the
second (to a lesser extent than the first) edition’s effective gathering
Df artists who up until that point had not been united or active
ol1owing the crackdown on los ‘8Os.° The inclusion of exiles was
-‘articularly controversial, since many of them had not made contact
-vith Cubans on the island since their departure, and certainly
aad not had a public platform upon which to communicate their
concerns.
The appearance of ghosted exiles via Postguerra and the State’s

apposition to Bruguera’s project invoked the wars of los ‘SOs. And,
as had been the case in the 1980s, State censorship revealed both the
:inhits and potentiality of art as a catalyst for democracy on
rhe island. With the materiality of the newspaper threatened,
?ostguerra’s dissemination was contingent on creative, informal
iistribution strategies that were fundamentally enabled by
articipation, arte de conducta. Some critics argue that the first
edition was able to circulate in spite of censorship because copies
survived and were circulated by readers; others claim that it was
because participants photocopied the first edition and circulated it
independently (an ambitious feat considering the paper shortage).
The release of the second edition was scheduled to coincide with the
opening of the 1994 Havana Biennial. Some accounts claim that it
was confiscated by the State before it could be disseminated; others
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caim that it managed to be distributed nonetheless and even nior
effectively than the first edition, perhaps through photocopies as thfirst edition had.3 Others relay that, because of the second editionscensorship and the first edition’s continued clandestine circulation.
it was the first edition that was distributed during the HavanaBiennial. In any case, censorship led to participation via informa
distribution. But clearly, given the different and at times contradictor’accounts regarding the circulation of Postguerra, its circulation wa
contingent on another informal distribution strategy: rumout
Rumour transmits the history of Postguerra in spite of censorship.As an immaterial, informal distributing strategy common ir

totalitarian regimes the rumour is defined by its exteriority to
official media channels and discourses. It spreads because of a desire
for knowledge as well as heightened paranoia.4 Its circulation is
contingent on its credibility: the more credible the rumour, the
longer it circulates. And it circulates through repetition: one person
passes the information on to another, and so on. It spreads, then.
through an affective engagement not only with information andknowledge but also with intersLlbjectivity. The rumour enables aform of collectivity through participation, which may lead to the
kinds of biopolitical recalibrations — new knowledge, memories,inter-relations — that are central to arte de conducta.5In Bruguera’s
words, ‘historical rumour’ is ‘an effective defence mechanism
against the amnesia [of the) numerous and frequent re-editing[sJ of
Cuba’s history’.6 But it also offers a means to contribute to this
process of re-editing, surely, since Postguerra quite clearly represents
a model of counter-memory wherein, to borrow Foucault’s words,
‘those who are barred from writing, from producing their books
themselves, from drawing up their own historical accounts
nevertheless do have a way of recording history, or remembering it,
of Iceeping it fresh and of using it’. This model is clearly driven by
the materiality of the newspaper but perhaps sustained by the
ephemerality of the rumour
Through participation, Postgzterra attempts to circumvent the

monologism of Cuba: its internal control of borders, who has a say
in the transmission of history, and when and how the exile (if at all)
can be incorporated in the national imaginary. It shows that while
the Cuban State may centralize the media, shaping a particular
version of the national body, it is possible to instate some difference,
some disagreement, therein. Through processes of democratic

mopolitanisrn, Postguerra projects a collective rejoinder to the
:alizing spectacle of the Cuban news media. It charts a distinct
sion of history, one that literally includes the voice of the many,

to project heterogeneous accounts of the present condition. This
s a field of disjunctive subjectivities, their tremors affectively
;,erberating with a multitude of experiences of postwar life. The
;:erogeneity that the newspapers make possible is also an affect of
transuational underpinnings of Bruguera’s project, as a form of

:11 art, as a sign of the biopolitical struggle that can suspend
•:itical and geographical borders. But this transnationaliSm is not a
:nptom of a supposed opening up of borders between Cuba and
::er nations. The censorship of the newspaper due to its attempts
:o render the national body more heterogeneous and more
• smopohitan by invitation of the exile, is testament to the fact that,
spite of the censorship, the newspaper registers an aspect of the
:ban national psyche that is otherwise without a voice. And if the
:osorship of this voice, or field of voices, leads to the burden of
.-nembrance being dependent on rumour — an ephemeral form — or
;.andestine publishing and distribution, then it is again arte de
• iiducta that can sustain and build resilience in the nation’s
• opolitical restructuring.

1994: The Cuban balseros crisis and
bare life in America

troughout the Postguerra newspapers there are some, though few,
ferences to the balseros, the rafters, who had begun to leave in
.nificant numbers in late 1993 (as noted above, this includes
•:ho’s drawing of the palm tree metamorphosing into an oar, and
::e photograph of the smiling balseros, Figs 2.6 and 2.9). But the
:ain exodus of balseros would not take place until a few months
er the attempted dissemination of the second edition of Postguerra

a month after the 1994 Havana Biennial, where the newspaper
•j meant to be disseminated and where Bruguera ended up
owing a series of performance and installations under the rubric
iPostguerra, but with distinct affects.
More than the newspapers, these performances and installations

o focus on the plight of balseros, particularly the hundreds if not

I
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thousands that had drowned on their way to the Florida Straits (it isestimated that one in four drowned; the numbers are not known).Because they are all similar in effect, description of one of theseworks will suffice: Table ofSCIL’atjofl (1994, Fig. 2.10), in Bruguera’swords, is ‘a monument to those {baiseros] who have died trying toget to the other side’,8 and is comprised of a row of slabs of blackmarble that rest across a wall. Measuring l.65m in length, theaverage height of a person in Cuba, the slabs are punctuated by aseries of timbers sculpted in the shape of a hull’s frame. The latterare conjoined to the marble by white cotton, which acts as a symbolof suspension or salvation. The repetition of the skeletal hulls andmarble plans is intended to reflect ‘an unpredictable finitude’, therepeated and unknown number of deaths experienced during theexodus of Cuban balseros. Such a work is doubtless moving, but itoperates in a kind of profound melancholia that reflects a paralysis

F I U RE . 10 Tania Bruguera. Tabla de Salvacion (Table of Salvation),
1994. Installation of marble, wood, cotton. Courtesy of the artist.

f agency in the artist, more than a critique of the conditions that
.d to the mass exodus of balseros (malnourishment, sustained
verty, economic recession, ideological conflict). Bruguera often
:oks back toward such works and claims that the censorship
::posed on her and the newspaper and the imprisonment of her
-end and collaborator following the second edition led her to make
verly symbolic work which fails to generate the affective dimensions
f arte de conducta.8°Tellingly, unlike the newspapers, Bruguera’s
rformances and installations at the Biennial were not censored.
This is the same with the Cuban artist Kcho, who presented a work
the Biennial comprised of found materials such as old shoes and

:roken vessels sculpted to resemble numerous small boats and
:-ranged to point in the direction ofMiami, ‘alluding to the bricolage
:‘f Cuban boat-people: the manual building of rafts and the cultural
irvival of the diaspora’)tI raise these works not to focus on their
:esthetics but rather on the discourse of the Havana Biennial in
hich they were included at a moment of the supposed end of the
..old War, and at a moment when the geopolitics of the US and
Cuba started to shape a completely different conception and attitude
:oward each other and the Cuban exile.
It would seem that during the 1994 Havana Biennial the Cuban

5tate only feared those projects that allowed exiles a platform to
express themselves and chart a constellation of heterogeneous
histories like the broadsheets, rather than those works that invoked
signifiers of exile and associated tragedies in relatively more abstract
form (this may also explain tolerance of Homenaje). To put it
another way, the censors seemed to tolerate images of and symbolic
gestures toward the exile, but not the voice of the exile, which
seemed to be perceived as dissensus. This is further evidenced by the
:ensorship of another work invoking the voice of Cuban exiles. The
Mexican photographer Lourdes Grobet was invited to exhibit work
on the migrant workers of Tijuana, and had decided to include
documentation of the experiences of Cuban exiles living in Mexico.
These were exhibited alongside video interviews relaying the
reasons why Cuban exiles left the island. As Camnitzer argues,
‘[t]he statements were strong for Cuban sensitivities’, and clearly
infringed on the amount to which the Cuban State would sanction
the incorporation of the Cuban diaspora back into the nation’s
psyche and body. This is the case even in a context wherein the State
was organizing talks with exiles, and on an international platform.
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Paradoxically, all the works, censored or not and includinFBruguera’s newspapei; were intended to be shown in the exhibitio:the Other Shore, a node in the Biennial that focused on celebratingthe cultural input of migrants and cultural diversity in various partsof the Third World. On the surface this curatorial theme may haveseemed to continue the legacy of the inaugural 1984 Havana Biennial.curated by Mosquera, which harnessed diverse cultural energies anecologies from the Third World as a means to celebrate what TerrySmith has termed the productively messy ‘meeting of cultures’.82 ButBruguera’s work, particularly the newspapers, and the work of hercontemporary Grobet, demonstrated the farce of this task and ofCuba’s cosmopolitan crisis in 1994. The biennial did not representcosmopolitanism, but rather, in the ostguerra era, it had to facilitateand embody processes of globalization. This would mean using art toattract tourist dollars and for cultural diplomacy. By internalizingglobalization, Cuba paradoxically produced a ‘pluralisation ofborders’ (Beck’s term), including borders of intolerance to manage‘cosmopolitanism’ and the flows of information: records, counter-memories that documented popular struggles of the national body’s‘excess’ spanning from 1959 to the Special Period.
But the cosmopolitan crisis would extend in new ways to the USat the very same moment. In August 1994, a month after the HavanaBiennial closed and thus after the making of Bruguera’s memorialTable of Salvation and the other works shown at the Biennial andpart of the Postguerra series, the balseros crisis intensified in quite aradical way. Thousands attended riots at Havana’s seaside wall ofthe Malecón. The riots eventuated in 30,305 Cuban refugees fleeingto the US via the Florida Straits using small boats and makeshiftrafts (like the balseros before them, many died at sea): an eventwhich had been in the making for some time.83 The balseros whodidn’t perish found themselves intercepted by the US Coast Guardin an unprecedented move and taken to Guantanamo Bay. Most ofthem would face indefinite detention without recourse to seekingasylum in the US and then either be returned to Cuba or taken to athird nation. Many committed suicide or died while attempting toescape. The elderly, their carers and unsupervised children weregranted asylum in the US on humanitarian grounds.
Up until this point, the US had maintained an open door policyfor Cubans since the 1959 Revolution, accepting over a million ofthe island’s refugees without question.84 In fact, it had done so even

:ile it maintained far stricter immigration policies toward refugees
m Caribbean nations such as Haiti, El Salvador and Nicaragua.
ese refugees came from right-wing totalitarian regimes that were
posedly pro-US (and often financially supported by it too) and
re rejected and repatriated, likely to face execution.85 In a very

- ar way, then, the US’s new immigration policies toward Cubans
ere reflective of the kind that had long been imposed onto refugees
m non-communist regimes. The shift was driven by the rise of a
w political climate, that is, the postwar climate after the fall of
:e Berlin Wall.
If with the end of the Cold War globalization surged, it also
rought with it what Beck terms ‘globophobia’: the rise of racial and
.nic tensions as a result of increasing proximity.86This manifested
: the US through a desire for greater sovereignty and the upholding
a mythologized unity in the face of a seeming invasion of other
jdies. Consequently, as the Berlin Wall fell, an anti-immigration
-:ovement in the West coast of America emerged in the early 1 990s,
cusing on a supposed influx of Latin Americans, including Cubans,

-

exicans and Haitians who were deemed to be in excess of the
ation and a danger to its prosperity. Tapping into this atmosphere

= globophobia, Bill Clinton won the 1992 Presidential Election by
;ritiquing George Bush’s immigration policies and introducing new
:nti-Cuban refugee policies in August of 1994, just as in California
:ae Republicans put forward a bill, Proposition 187, which called
:r the disbandment of all publicly funded welfare for undocumented
Jgrants, including health care and all levels of education.
The effects of these shifts in policy and attitude signal an

::tensified displacement of the Cuban refugee and in particular the
isplacement and utter disenfranchisement of the balseros who left
allowing the riots at the Malecón in 1994. This new condition for
ie Cuban refugee would not be reflected in Bruguera’s practice
:nti.l three years after these events, when she travelled to the US (for
:e first time) to complete a residency at the Art Institute of Chicago.
It was here, as Johannes Birrenger observes, that Bruguera registered
:1e extent to which ‘the balseros were treated as parasites that
-eed to be fished out of the water and shipped back’. Their
isenfranchisement is nothing if not a product of postwai postguerra
c’olitics that saw a shift from the care of the Cuban refugee to its
subjection to bare life under the new configurations of geopolitics.
3ruguera produced an immersive installation in response, titled Art
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in America (The Dream). Audiences had to hand over their
identification in order to enter the installation, a dark ‘cell-uk;
space’ where they encountered tarot card readers, prophesying ti
future, and were subjected to a series of interrogations based on th; C H A PT E R T H R E E
US citizenship test (performed by women acting as Immigration an
Naturalization Service Officers). This is a work that speaks to th;
failure of the US’s hospitality toward the refugee and migrar:
(Cuban or otherwise) in the midst of globophobia, and also to Aftermath Photography,impending doom that would ensue in the coming years.
As the constellation of Art in America and Bruguera’s earlie:- Te rn0ra I L00S and th eworks reveals, the postwar, postguerra condition extends beyonc

the borders of Cuba and beyond the temporal constraints of the
immediate aftermath of 1989. This is not a situation of being ‘post S U bi I in e of B10pol iti Cs
socialist’ or postwar. Given that today the tools of governmentalitv
used by the US to produce the conditions of bare life in Guantanamc
Bay for Cuban refugees are clearly not singular gestures, but find Rosemary La I n g ‘s to walk
their many repetitions and counterparts after 9/11, including for
suspected terrorists in Guantanamo Bay and Abu Ghraib but alsc on a sea of saltfor refugees at the Woomera detention centre in Australia (which is
the subject of the next chapter), the question arises of whether or
not we are still living under and witnessing postwar, postguerra
conditions as articulated by Bruguera’s art. And if so, what other
structures or strategies are available to resist and construct counter-
memories in order to determine our dynamism?

Anachronism

semary Laing’s photographic series to walk on a sea of salt
nerged in the aftermath of the Tampa and 9/11, and the parallel,
Dbal rise of detention centres for the incarceration of refugees and
;spected terrorists (which at times were, and still are, seen as
.--nonymous terms). In this era, Guantanamo and Abu Ghraib
-came household names around the world, but in Australia,
• other detention centre came to occupy the nation’s imagination.

cated in the South Australian desert, the Woomera detention
sentre opened in 1999 to imprison undocumented refugees who
::rived on the nation’s shores by boat. It immediately became mired

4 ri problems of overpopulation, mismanagement and inmate heat
xhaustion. However, it was not until after the Tampa affair and
11, and during the intensified focus on refugees and border
rotection in Australia and elsewhere, that the Woornera detention


